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A Transistor D-C Negative Imaittance Couverter

I. LNTRODUCTION

nL the realization of' desirable networks the
designer has two quantities at his disposal, resistance and

- reactance. The latter is considered pure imaginary, but

occurs naturally with either sign. Resistance is a real

parameter restricted to positive values when passively

obtained. To complete the group It is necessary to employ

active elements in order to achieve a negative resistance.

Various devices that exhibit negative resistance character-

istics have long been known.. The utilization of these

devices has been deterred by their inherently large power

consumption. Junction transistors are particularly

Rapplicable in this domain due to their ability to produce

appreciable amplification while demanding small amounts of"

power.

A circuit that produces an immrnttance at its input

terminals that is the negative of its Icad immittance is

called a converter. The converters considered will have

ground as a reference and respond to d-c voltages. An

ideal converter may be ef.ined as, "an active four Dole which

is completely characterized by two properties: the input

PS,



current equals -.he output current and the input voltage

equals the negative of' the output vo).tage."' Hence, the

ideal converter has a voltage tUransfer of minus one, a

current transfer of unit%-y, and acts like an ideal t.ran 5form er

witUh a negative i-nput -I-IU ittance. The circuits described

are s mla totoe -gsed by Linvill [2] with one impnortant

difference. Due to the fact that there are two basic kinds

ofL t[-ransistors, NPN and P11?, one may cascade tUransistors

without resorting to coupling condensers. Thnis fact IS

used with -the result that a zero frequency converter is

obtained consisting of two transistors and four resistors.

Negat~Ivp resistances may be obtained in a variety

of ways. One spec-1fic configuration that converts a

passIve load to its negative is desc-ribed using the small

si~a eq~vaentcircuit to obtain various lim ting

c o ndio n s imposed upon the transistor and the frequencies

of conversion. Equations are derived to perm1 t the design

of a sDecific converter. Due to the direct couyoling the

question of teinmerature sensiIvIty is discussed. Or.e

obvious use of a negative -imuittance is in oscillator circui-;s.

Oscillators are excluded from this paper-, but- the queestlion of

LIJj * G. Li-nvill-, 11 Transist;or Negative Tmpedance Converters,
Proc. I.R.E., 'Vol. 4-1, op 725-72-, June 1953

.G. Linvill, *IRO ALctive F41ters, "o.E. Vol. ei,
pp 55-564, March 1954.



stabil Ity is dea'Lt wit-h. Finally, laboratoryj data is
presented to subs tant~t the analytCical work.

II. GENERAL

Before deriving the equations for a specrIfc circuit,

consideration of whatC IS required of a device If it Is to pro-

duce a negatlIve imx-ittance is approprlate. This is most

conveniently done using Ithe basic theorem presented by BodeL ;J*

The impedance measured b-etween any twLemiasi

a m-esh of an actIve circuit is:

F(lo)
Z =Zo(1

F(cn)

where

Zo =TheImtdane tat would be measured if

the actIve element was zero; that is,

thne Passive mesh imntedance.

F(o) =One m-inus the loopD gain with the terminals

in cuestlion shorted.; that is, A/AO with

t.he cIrcuit1 in its normal condition

H.W. -Bode, "NetLworkZ Anal'Ysis and Feedback Ani lifter Design,

* bp 7, D. Van Nost~rand Co., 10945.

'A iste d e te -r min.antI of the c"rcu-t w" t the ac"-4e el-
s et- eaual to zero.



co) OrneA minus th .,e loop, gain with the terminals

in oeston oyer-ec; that is, A,/ with the

sbeA Inaec e In''e-- mrcde eoual. to

IfintV.

Fra; euaton ) t-i-ovosta ganmust be supplIed.

To Droviace a pur!e negat~Ive rnesistance, wIIt-h. Zo resIstC-ve,

;;?o) and Nco) mst b-e o+f oppos!te sign., but, a negat-Ive

res-Itanle will be obtaIned whenever F(o) and F(oo) are

separated by at least 9C0', but noit Morye than 210. Therefore,

the necessary condIt.Ions for Z t;.o conta:i a negative real Dart

are:

a. The device zrist contain- act-Ive element Us.

b. The arg (F o)/?(co) mu st b e more th.an vx/2,

but less Ithan. 37/2.

ConsIstent with all useful act-Ive devices, th-.-e previous tL-wo

coI-n -utrsl nasable i-edance. itwill be

shown i41n SectCion -VIII that - thi s means that4 the net e' sac

mutbe nosltlive to e~~sr stabIlIty. T-hese three condItIons

are necessary and suaffIcIent for- a device to produce a stable

negatlvo 4 inedmnce.

As orev-lously stated, osc-llator are noonLedI

this in~vest,Iga-tIon.



15-0 The final condition uncovers a mamjor d~stinction

k between positive and negative resIstCances. Whereas in

Fill passive circuit design the stability of a circuit is indevend-

ent of the source, the stabilIty of a negative resistance

4device is intimately related to the source. Thi S f a ct

reauires that a negative Ji-1ttance mm st be driven f rom the

IF ~ proper generator to describe its operation. No such restCric-

tion is necessary when describing passive inm-1Ct1ances. ±

is lsoposibl fo a egaiveresistance tc act differently

depending upon its past;- histVor'y. The sect%-ion devoted to;.

staibility will -deal mor'e Iful'y wi-h thssubject.

III. SHOW~ CIEGUIT STABLTE CONVEFUER

aT

U, I,
}~~ci l Ve .c ,-

- -

(aL 
vbUr

5I -05-melitP



Th1e c4rcuIt of" F-Igure 1()is Very sini:lar to the

fa'miliar mltivibrator Ti- t~ seen that the trans"Estors

are n~ronerlv bIased,, due to h 1 mPNT c onne ct6,on. Th e

dry-Iving point adnmitOt-ance to node one will be develoned since

It, is later shown. that. TL,-hI a is a short-- clrcuIt stbecr~.r-

ation, I . e. IE has no R:? p;oles, it is5 assumed t-ha

currentf-, T~ exIsts as shown but mn hould not infer tha

currIent generator wcIll be the dvngforce. T7he t rn- ni stor

co-llector" imiedance, K1 is nch- larger t"han any ext- erna load,

ad is therefore nevglectUed.

Tfle small signal, low ,frecuencv nodal equatIons for

tecircuIt ofP Flgure 100b) are:

(G (+ + NG: 1 9

gC- nfb -I

IP-

rr~5 ~fl~± ~ .g~c~on'mueh duiated -llsI'rj vacnum
tub e duie to th.e f acat tha t the orly r'0n- of curren't t-rails-
nortat-lon im a vacuum tAube is -j edetn fa

T~ ~cz.~



Where

GI G 2
If

The input admittance, Yiis obtained from:

F(with terminal (1) to gnd open) F(o)

Y n F(with terminal (1) to gnd shorted) YO F(cx)

Ymay be obtained from the equation as A0/A01, or from the

circuit by inspection as:

9 01

y=G + ~b I fr~
0 c2  1

1

(G c 2 - a,a 2G 1G 2)
F(o) - = 2 -

A (Gc + G2)G + Gl)

for

9b and~ 9b >Oc G c or G2 .1 2 1 2

A0 G +0

G c o G c + 2
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Finally:

Y 1 a2a2 GIG 2  (2)
in c2 G

A restatement of the assumptions made in arriving at equation

(2) indicates the relation between transistor parameter and

external values.

a) aI1 and a2 
= 1

b) >> G, andg. >> G
b1 2

c) g << G_ andg << G1c -l g2 G2

At this stage the device is not a converter, since the

output terminal has not been designated. Choosing emitter

one as the output with G2 = G = G = G and G= G + Gx

equation (2) may be rewritten as:

Yin = G(l-a1a2 ) - ala 2 Gx 
= -ala 2Gx , for Gx  G (3)

Therefore, the circuit produces a linear conversion of load

conductance, Gx, to its negative at the input. Although

the linearity is not necessary, it obviously enhances the

Linear conversion is used here to indicate the straight line
relationshiD between Yin and Gx . It should not be confused
with linearity of the !/E characteristics.

-U8-
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utility of the device and is therefore desirable. Since

the a-c circuit is symnetrical either collector base junction

I may be chosen as the input and either emitter as the output.

4Investigation of the d-c characteristics will show that the
4 d-c operation will vary depending upon the choice of input

and output terminals. A circuit diagram of the admittance

converter is shown in Figure 2.

Input R R

I-

Figure 2. Short Circuit Stable Converter Circuit Diagram

IV. OPEN CIRCUIT STABLE CON ERTER

Section III has shown that the input admittance

at either collector will be the negative of the load

admittance at either e..,ter. Let us now consider the

Ia



input impedance at either emitter with a load on either

collector. The impedance is considered in this case due

to the fact that it will be shown that this configuration

is open circuit stable, i.e., E/I has no RHP poles. Refer-

ring to Figure i(b) the input impedance to node two, or four,

will be derived. Although node two is not a physically

accessible point it is at a voltage very near the junction

of the internal emitter resistance, re, and the external

emitter resistor R

Since the admittance matrix is not a function of

the generator position, the equations of the short circuit stable

converter are still valid in connection with the open circuit stable

converter. F(o) is measured with the circuit in its normal

condition, and, therefore, it is unchanged. With the active

generator equal to zero the Impedance from node two to

ground is essentially equal to that of node one to ground.

Since node two is not the physical input it is important

in calculating F(co) to remember that

1 1
G!

R +r Re, eI  e1

does not go to zero but approaches g el With this in mind

the input impedance to node two is arrived at, as shown in

Appendix "A" as:

- 10 -



IN

~Z - a Rx 4

where Rx is an impedance connected in parallel with R , and
x C2

emitter one is the input terminal. As for the short circuit

stable converter, the circuit is symmetrical a-c-wise but not d-c-

wise. Figure 3 is a circuit diagram of the open circuit stable

converter.

R R
R R

I t

Figure 3. Open Circuit Stable Converter Circuit Diagram

V. DESIGN EQUATIONS

The design of active devices is often reduced to an

equivalent circuit that permits the choice of various Dara-

meters so as to produce a final circuit meeting the desired

operating specifications. This reduction assumes that the

active element is altw...ays operating in its linear region.

Equations (3) and (4) have been derived with this assu.-tion

in mind. When the input generator is of such a magnitude

so as to bacc bias the emitter--base ... n con or Pfo-rwa

bias the col2ector-base juction, these equations will no

i! - iI -

;!

* F

U



longer properly describe the operation of the converter.

It is desirable to have an analytical expression

for the end points of the linear region. This expression

might be of the form, E = rI + v, where r and v are functions

of E. An alternative method is to partition the over-all

characteristic into regions whereby an expression is obtained

for each region and the intersections of the appropriate

expressions determine the crossover points. The advantage

of this method is that each of the three equations is linear

and the techniques of linear circuit analysis are applicable.

I R Rx sV

II

1e2

I 
e

Figure 4. Short Circuit Stable Converter, Active Region

Figure 4 indicates the converter with both tramsis-

tors operating in their active region. This region is

defined by:

-12 -



V-constant and a. ~a 1l.be 2

With these definitions in mind the currents are:

E = E+ VI -V b E s +V I E s be1

IR 2RT Rx

Since I 1 b 0

bbe

be

I~ ~~e a1-,.2 1-a~ 2 (I-~a
- x 2 R

xs oe Ix .,

Sustittn fo themt current of terbomtes zeo.n Thre

an SU- l vo0. th agesus the sloingresonelsh"'~C

I -GE +V

s~ xs s D

ThsUsl".()det h att



is the proper equation for the converter in the cutoff region.

Since T is cut cff only T, flows in its collector and,

therefore, T2 is also cut off due to having both Its emitter

and base returmed to the same voltage.

The final region is reached when Eo is made positive

enough so that the collector-base voltage is zero. The

boundary between the active and saturation regions is defined

by V cb 0. When this occurs the collecto, joins the base

and emitter, which have been Zcllowing each other, and the

three terminals degenerate to one. This results in two

for ard biased junctions with an equivalent circuit as shown

in Figure 5(a).

+4R_
R R b cX

R T II
1* I aI(: Z2 R/s

L-v

R RR2+

x

Figure 5. Short Circuit Stable Converter Saturation Region

Figures 5(b) and 5()are Thvnneauivalents of fa) amad

(b espect".4vel Y. Hence, hef.in q e-uatloniSvai

On

p.



in the saturation region:

i = (ItG + G)E s + 2G(V I - v) (10)

E Equations (8), (9), and (10) describe the complete character-

4= istics of the short circuit stable converter. It is seen

that only equation (8), the active region, contains a negative

slope. The V and I interceDts of this slope are indeDendent

of the supply voltage, but, are determined by the transistor

emitter-base voltage drop. The slope in the cutoff region

is independent of G x, whereas the slope in the saturation

region is a function of the conductance to be converter.

Both cutoff and saturation curves have V and i intercepts

that are functions of the SUDDly voltages.

Each of the three equations is linear, and,

therefore, the intersection of a-ny two determines the

coordinates of points that have been ter-ced peak and valley

points. er choice of supply voltages and bias resistors

permits the designer to build a specified short circuit stable

convereI that... eIa inarly. for a I--own inout swing.

Equating (8' and (9) results in the coor.dinates of the peak

point:

-v + (2 +R

- + R

V,+ (2R R -x

T- b -
Is



* 'Equating ()and (1u) the valley point is obtained as:

(V1 -V2  Vb

1 2(1b)

V1 -V2 Vbe ____R
S R+2R 2 RR~

n calculatCing these points the small voltage,

Vbe , is assumed equal for both transistors and a~a2 is made

equal to unity. Interchanging load and generator, plus

substituting a current generator for t%-he voltage generator,

results in the open circuit stable converter snown inl

Figure 6.

II R R V

e 2 I
RR - 2

Figu're 6". Open CircuIt St"able Converter, Act4ve Region



This change, plus the fact that the previously derived

E equations are linear, permits one to use the prin'niple of

duality to obtain the equations for the open circuit st~able

converter. Th.i s results in:

Active Es -R I -V. (2 R/R 1) (13)
S XS De x

C'uto-ff Z5 = I -V (11)

RRI
Saturation EB - ~ X5 -k )(15)R+~~I R4 V2)

R+4 x R Rx

These eqruations may be obtained by solving equations ()(9)
and (10) for E sas a functlon of I The coordinatesofth

f I5e ft .

peak and valley points are unchanged. Due to the change of"

input point, and source, the Dolarity that saturates short

circuit stable converter cuts off open circuit stable converter.

WChereas the a-c eauivalentU cIrcuUEt is synmetrical,,IFigures 1 and 6 indicate that the comlete characteristics
ar-e qule different when Rxis connect'.ed tCo different ei-tters.

The eauatlons for botUh cort'l s, withn R. conrnect6ed to T_.

may De derived in the sa-me mannamer as has been shown

IVI. FP G±.iY RESPONSE

T1he enuationsznAp DrevIuslv a der-I Jndicat e t h
pnu t IJi4t tance Is the negatIve of' tLe loa % mi& ttane LT-s

wI be t aUe for a restrict ed Q range of f&re ueancls f-i nuz e

-O



U-e en ce
tefact- tUhat the collector iedamc -has been neglete

anda no ftreauency characterls t ic has bee 1 Assoc iat"ed wIth a,

t ,'hese equtItions are valid only at freoauencies less t%-han l

;nhe a cutoff freo--,uency of t-he tCransIstor.

To inves-tig-'ate the t -recuency response of th.e short.

cir-cuit stable convertEer +h,-r;e eou-iva'enU, Circutt of Figure fII
is used. Thi~s t-wo-node cir1cluit is a xreductIon of ?igtarc 71a)

wt th as4-to tha r ana rbaenegligfble and that, y ,

the collector admitt~ance, is now rertinent%.

e e

Gr,,a 9 1 - 2

R-I I RIUU

(a) (

Figre . znort", C1.rcuIt Stab-I Cove.--ww
ando Redzuce-d E.-' e ZtrzuI -



The equations that describe this circuit are:

i i ( a,) + Gx(l a, + 2-j -(2yc a 2G) V 7

=i " o -(2 a G + Gx]) G(2 - a) + 2Yj V2

Since Y A/All it is necessary to obtain A and Al.

SA = 22(2 - a1 - a ) 2[8yc  + x(2 - 2a - a )] + 2y G
1 2)c x 2 c x

All = G(2 - a!) + 2yc

Leta 1  a i (1 - T,) where T1  = -

U)o!

a2  ao2 (l - DT2 ) T2 =
o 2

Therefore:

-GGx + 2&yc +8Gyc + p(G + 2GG(T+ T2)Y in

+2Yc + DT 2G

substituting:

y= g + pC

-Gx + p(GK1 + 2CK) --Gx + pA
Sin (16)in I + p(T2 + 2RC) I + pB

19
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where:

K 4 + R!R and K= (2 + R/Rx)(T 1 + T2).

Hence, the input admittance acts like a conductance in

parallel with a condenser.

The conductance Uill be negative until the Re(Yin )

= 0. The frequency at which this occurs may be found by

setting the real part of equation (16) equal to zero. Doing

this one obtains the following:

2 G C
x - - (17)

(T2 + 2RC)(GK1 + 2CK) AB

A second signifacant frequency may be defined as the 3 db

point of admittance. This frequency may be found as follows:

-Gx + pA -Gx + C2AB + Jw(A + BGx)

in ! + pB 1 + co 2 B2

-G, + aABR e Yin (0) 21 + a)B

Yin(o) -

a -G x + a 2 AB

e nin( 3db )  I + 4Zx =

- 20 -
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-K______________ _

therefore,

3 B(4F2 A + BG ~ 2 +(wB)

This frequency may be taken as a design criterion analogous

to 3 db bandwidth as used in amplifier design. Given a

transistor Kith a kniown a cutoff frequency and collector

capacity, a prescribed negative conductance may be obtained

up to a specified frequency by properly choosing R.

Naturally high a cutoff and low capacity are desirable i

obtaining high frequency operation.

The input impedance of the open circuit stable

converter is derived completely in Appendix B. The

results are as follows:

-1 + p(2RC + T 2 + 2T1 ) -1+pDA'

1i l+ p(2C1(±+GK 1-TG)Rx 1 l+pB

Therefore, the input imedance acts like a resistance in

series with an inductance. This resistance will be

negative until R e(Z )in 0. Therefore,

2 G_2 ~ xA
0o (2RC + T +2T 1)(2CK +GK 1 -TlGx) A B

-21-
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As was done for the short circuit stable converter a 3 db of

impedance may be computed as:

h142~.414
j~d b  - t:':1

B ({2A + B') f2 + (B

These eauations indicate the relationship between the open

circuit stable converter input impedance and frequency have

the same form as the short circuit stable converter input

admittance with a small change in oo and w3db" The section

devoted to experimental results shows that for equal loads,

using the same circuit, these differences are inperceptible.

The results of this section indicate the frequency dependency

of both converters and the equations developed may be used if

the designer is interested in frequencies above the audio

range.

VII. TEPERAT RE EFFECTS

A discussion of the capabilities of a device that includes

transistors is not complete without exploring the important

question of temperature. Although all transistor parameters

are a function of temperature, (this is due to the ever

present factor K/q), experience has shown that ico, a, and re

are the most sensitive in direct coupled amplifier design.

- 22F -



I cois the reverse collector saturation current

that is exponentially related to temperature. With the emitter

of a transistor open, so that only I coflows in the collectcr-

base junction, this current will double with every 80C increase

Bin temperature. Shea 31 has shown that a bias stability fac-

t9.or, SB' may be develoDed to determine the change of collector

current as a function of a change in I.

c e b___ _

61 ~R + R..0(1-a)

Rb = Effective resistance from base to grou.

De = EffeCtive resistance from ernitter to ground.

Thisreltionhipassues ha't a is constant over the temper-

ature rango. For the ooen circult6U stable converter the bias

stability of T is:
2

Re + R_ -2
2R+ R fl-a) 2-a-

For T:

R + RR /R + R 2R +R 2 for R ao
= e c x c x X X
S R+RJ/R + R.xIa R)f 1f o rR -G

cR C ~ i 1  (2-az

F.Pha "'P-inciples ofP Transi stor CIrcuits," John
Wiley and Sons.



Therefore, a one microampere change in I will produce twice

as . ch change in the collector current of each traunsistor,

in the worst case. Some qIuestion may have come up regard-

ing the necezsity of having the resistors in each collector.

The -emoval of these resistors would make the device extremely

temperature sensitive, as the equatlon for SB indicaces.
'ould become the outout resistance of the transistor and the

bias stability would approach 1/1-a.

For the short circuit stable converter the sane

equatlions are valid, but since the source is one of very low

internal resistance (a voltage generator) this resistance must

be included in the calculation of S.

The internal emitter resistance, re, is approximately
*

equal to -. This causes the input resistance of a

transistor to vary with tmperature. Any external emitter

resistance will reduce the effect of this variation. Since

re = 262, at 1 wa emitter current, it is simple to swamo out

the change Of r in either convert

If either a were to change substantially the

assumption made in arriving at equations (3) and (4) may be-

come invalid. Experiment, has shown that the a of a
germanium. transistor does not change radically, but If Is

is an important factor then one may resort to a comnound

This approxirAtion neglects the smalt q uantit co-

UV
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U transistor as suggested by Darlington.

VIII. STABILITY

Although "he t1.er:M negative resistance iie-lies an

element that behaves in the opposite sense of' a os-"t-ve

resistance, th.L.s is only partially true. Ashas been shown,

a device has a negative immittance for a -:lmited range of'

input levels. More inc'ortant than this distinction is t11he

fact that a negative imlttCance device is only- sta -b'le with

proper terminations.

Any circuit may be characterIzed by its p ole-zero-

distribution in the cormdex frequency plane. investigating

passive driv-ing po-Lin imittances one discovers that there are

no right half' plane poles or zeros, and the passive cIrcuIt,_

is unconditIonally stable. Hence, one might nttveysay

that if' an active circuit has no rIght- hal' liane Doles or

zeros, It too is unconditionally stable. Let us consider

any network: for which we desire one par'Edcular variable

in or- e n- If the network has only one I-mp-ressed source
en or in then,

Ai =A e,n nn n

wne7e £U S he determinant of' the iimoedanice mn-atrix, and n
4.' OW ;4ni V

sUh ee:-nnwt1- h otrndltd
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Using p = + jm, both A and A., are polynomials in p.
TP the source is a voltage and we desire the transient

solution then,

(aspS +a!p - - - n

must be solved. if the source is a current then,

(a P + ar.,P ------- -)e

must be solved. Using the first equation as an ex&arple,

to investigate the conditions for stability we first factor

as follows:

I ((P-Pl)(P-p ) ------- )i =0

n

Then the solution, assum-dng simple roots, is

i= Ae + Ae +--------Zn _ 4

Using one term of the above we find the following possible

solutions for i :k- n

a) t e

b) e (A. + A Le
n (le J

C) = +Ae -

- 26 -
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iIt is apparent that any solution involving a

positive a ultimately will result in an infinite response.

Hence, it is clear that the condition for _tabtllt is that

the root p, mn.st lie in the left half plane. Since p1 is a

root of A we can conclude that the poles of AnniA = in/en

vmust lie in the left half of the complex plane for the net-

work to be stable. Similarly, we would have concluded that

the poles of A/A = e mu 4st lie in the left half plane
n" n n

if we had started with a current source.

Let us now consider what circuit elements will

produce right half plane Doles. It has been stated that

any combination of RLC is stable. Therefore, it is clear

that on.y a negative resistance, or conductance, will move

a from the left to the right half plane. We can then state
that If a negative resistance, is fed from a generator,

whose source resistance, Rs , is of greater ma--nitude than

Rn , the circuit is stable. Hence, if a negat ve resistance

is fed from a current generator (R -- co an unconditionally
s

stable device results. An alternative explanation of this

results when one considers a circuit with a net negative

resistance to be a source, rather than a sink. Hence, wIth

a source already present there is no requirement for a drive

to produce an output.

E- 27 -
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~From the above, he terms "short Ci....i" and "open
ci- :u. stable mey now be associated wihdevices that requir~e

---- ~voltage -nd current generators, espe o ctively.-

. ....clu io da w, frm the above discussion is that,

. a t wo-t er minal active device Plu s its tl rmin ti^ - mut' s
th e s m e s t ab i l i ty c o d t o s s a t I .

L on_ L!on as ato-terina! passive network.

A dual -discussion results in the fact that a negative

co nductan ce should be -'riven from a voltage generat"%or_ (G s  -

IAccordin to Linvil! L !] all bDalanced ,-m..ttel,. driven

Sdevices are open_ circuitC stable, and-, all coilectolp driven

devices are short circuit stable,--with assive coupling and

~resistive loads as ong as jal < lI, or tr-r passive oads as

long as a is real- and less thr. unit. These statements are

~true for unbalanced devices also. Figure CSndcae the

___ecircuit_. with a _Dassive three-tCer-nai load.

a,

-h ._ i i --=

agu

a v

aJ

UM

a{ °  "o

volag ad urrntgeer ts repC vely

The conclusion drawn from theabveds s~nista

a w-emnlatvldvc isIstrintosms alf

A- - c codniotnIZ ]a'b~nedeitrdie

deie2r nncrc8 tbe n llcletrdie



I i adevice i s open circu-1t. stable ;nen:

17 -Z /T

has no r'1sht hall' plane poles. This ±mjvedance may be

I calculatEed a=s follows:

Z~ r + E /I, (r + Z,)(-L)+a 2Z.

Wh~ere Z,_1s -the d r ving point impedance, a.d i the trarsfe

i-nedance assoc~nted with th 0asv stutue Th oes

of7, are teplsoZ, wich are the same as tf-'ose of

Z,.These poles ar'e i' the left half Diane as requ-red by

pas sive cIrcu~ty

From figur-e .9 the following may be obtaIned:

I- T ,'-

Whe re Y, he d L ~~ ~~ *e t

L. rns el- a-'u;tn o"- th-e Daqsive str.ucture Hence,

If is reai a nd less than -as onl Doles

.ine j- v ~ es ,ue...allt_--lane.

gro nd cc' lecto, -A,~

MW -
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g~r 9 Shrt :Circuitt Stable= Converter

In the Dlrevious sectons va-rious ana-yt-1cal

exDrt-ss3icns wer-e derived that described th nra Uo' o~f

the negati4ve im ii tance sonverec r?_. tis an Dro Y rIA A-

a=t this 'time to ore sent t"e results of sever:-.-- exerimemts

in an attAept toverify these ecuationls. -'o" 'De Mre -re-

else, teolwing cdata real 1y v 4dites I-Im as" ons

mae JIn r~iga h lnlfe e-:;uat ions.

wl;th the exce-ntl-on Of thelaonreDars

curve, all clurves were obt,;Iained--- usi-mz a M~osley A-%,oae

I-n he frollowing manner:-



-i--
-F0

50f

Figure 10. Test Procedure

Hen.e, the recorder is continuously monitoring the input

voltage and input current to the converter. All the data

presented utilizes the circuits of' Figure 2 or Figure 3

with Ri = 10K, and transistors that have the following

measured parametersz

Transistor Sylvania 2N35 Sylvania 2N34

rX 106 3.3 3.3

a .952 .96

"b800 4t00

r e 20 50

I~ Ox 10 6  5 1.5

f aco x 10 6 700 kc 900 kc

C X 1-1 2  18 15

Zener Voltage 30 4~5

13



SFigure 11 indicate the_ - ,L

e n es the _nput con uctance of the

short circuit stable converter as a function of Gx. All curves
are forced thrugh the ori-_in to permit easy comparison of slopes.

It can be seen that the linearity is extremely good for G > 200jiv.
x

The reduced linearity is due to the appearance of the G(l-a 2 )

term in equation (3). A similar set of curves for the open

circuit stable converter as a function of Rx is shown in Figure

12. The linearity in this case is reduced when R i - 1)

becomes significant with respect to R. The tables below

compare the measured and calculated values for both converters.

G800 400 200 10O 50 t

Measured -Gin 720 360 178 83.0 35.4 u

Calculated -Gin 725 364 182 91.0 45.5 ±

Rx  1.25 2.5 5K IOK 20K KQ
Measured -Rin 1.10 2.30 4.35 8.30 16 Kr

Calculated -Rin 1.13 2.26 4.55 9.05 18.1 Kf2

Figure 13 is a plot indicating the complete

characteristics of the short circuit stable converter. The

curves show the peak and valley points plus voltage and current

bias as a function of Gx . Figure 14 is a plot of the open

circuit stable converter complete characteristics

I.1



Figures 15 and 16 are presented to show the compar s

between an experimental curve and a curve plotted using theN
equations derived for each linear region. These curves also

indicate that the peak and valley coordinates may be correctly

computed.

j Although no attempt has been made to analytically

consider distortion, it was felt that some data should be

:1. presented indicating the mragsitude of the distortion in the

active region. Using a one kilocycle signal, wave analyzer

measurements showed that the total harmonic distortion was at

all times less than one per cent.

Figures 17 and 18 show the effect an increase in

temperature ha- on the short circuit and open circuit stable con-

verters) respectively. There is no perceptible change in slope and,

therefore, point by point measurements were made at 280 and

720 C. These showed a three per cent change in the open circuit

stable converter but none in the short circuit stable converter.

The rec3rdings do, however, indicate a radical change in peak,

valley, and bias points. These changes are due to the

dependency Of I and Veb with temperature. The design
co

equation should be amended to include these effects if they

are of importance. As they stand i,^ is neglected and V,,

fis assumed small and constant This d-c shift is Inherent

i



to the direct connection and must be Considered in the

design of a converter tha. mvist operatle over an extended

temperature range.

The equation given for the admittance of the converter

as a function of frequency may be verified using the following

circuit

T

onverter

r

By varying R Mand L Ma voltage null is obtained across r.

This may be seen as follows:

Y~~ ~ + pLy mx=G~+c

Therefore,

Utotal (G - 1) c
Pm

I1YT[T(Gr! + J

1~~~~~ -7 VY (C I -. x -

r G( T.GJr+

£A



Hence, at to L C 1 , and G= the voltage across r is

SINOP& equal to zero. By recording Gm and M'as a function off w

th da"U~czc as w varies may be plotted as sirnown in

Figure 19.

The fact that the locus of Y versus w encloses the

origin in a clockwise sense is another indication off the short

circuit stability of the device. Changing the real axis

from G, in rnicromhos, to R, in K-Q, produces the locus of Zi

versus w. In this case open circuit stability is indicatCed

by the clockwise encirclement of the origin.

4--- --4 -- _4- 4-_1-_

a series R. and C,.

-35-
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SI OPEN CIRCUIT STLBLE CONVERTER DERIVATION

G: d Gc a2 G IG,

F(O) = A2 G(This is the
'sCme as the

short circuitY(o) G G1 + Gc C converter.)

GI GG alaa 2 G2ge
F(co) ,i-

G 1+g) ( + G2)(Gc2 + gel)

(Gc2G c - aa 2 G1 G2 )(ge + G,)
Yin (Gc2G - ala 2 G2 e)

(Gc -G 1 ar .2) G 1G2Gc2Gclgfor >> GCand G! 1 G 2
_ l2G2 ' e! G2

(G + G )
Qla 2G2

(G + G x  G( 1 a2 - ) - x

n a a a-,a 2

i!Zn -ala2. Rx; for G =Gx, and a~a2  1 .

nI

r-U



APPEN D iX B.

OPEN4 CIRCUIT STABLE CO-N-VErRTER RE-QUENCY RESRPONSE

e I e 2 e
r1

in D

ely - 1 ) G2~-)+22 e c.I2i
I1~i-1)r(2a 2)+ y,, + A1 4 2-

eleoe z (12)G2a) 2A+a-a.G

e2 2 G

a. T-(-j a G) 1 1+p(2KC+ZG+ 2y V

L -in% 1_).n

U1a)G2a)+2j]+a1:c aG

Eh r-o-e -

aU-p-, a =1 -D , y



The above assumes that:

The 2gK << G

42gR << !

- K= 4 + R/R
x

K1 = (T! + T 2 )(2 + R/R 2) x

The following indicates the calculation of mo" the frequency

when Re (Z n) = 0.

(-i + pA')(i - DB
Zin =Rx L - (pB)2

R( 2 ' 1
Re (gin )  R< -- I-

L + ( )-

Therefore:

2 Gy
-2lx-o A'B (RC + TP + 2T ! ) ( g K C + K G T TG x )

The computaton of -db is as follows:

-ZX (o-

m-
RR (I±L~B

--. AF1_+_oZ!

I - I o

$Q JAB) "-j

4
U
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